"Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much."

-Helen Keller

Teamwork is the hallmark of MTS. We believe that through collaborative efforts we can achieve more in helping our Merrisians march ahead with the MTS ethos of moral values and principles, motivation and excellence, well-equipped to face the challenges that the future holds.

Encouraging, nurturing and refining the talents and capabilities of our Merrisians had always been our avowed goals and our school has been making earnest efforts through the years in providing our Merrisians with different avenues of expressing their creativity and spontaneity, making well-balanced learners in a warm, safe and caring environment.

As a principal, I am privileged to be surrounded by wonderful, loving Merrisians, parents, teachers and staff or my MTS family who have been untiringly working with me as a team and whose contributions, kindness and support in every way has given the courage to go forth in ensuring the success of our students in every sphere of their schooling.

My joy knows no bounds when our alumni comes back to us to enroll their children at MTS, indicative of the trust and confidence they place in our school’s system. It really makes my heart leap with great pride and joy, feeling a sense of satisfaction that all our efforts are greatly appreciated and it’s truly an honor educating the second generation of our institution.

We, at MTS, strongly believe that every child is truly a treasure that must be nurtured with utmost care, and with firm but loving discipline.

So share with us as one family all the opportunities and shining moments that we experience with our Merrisians each day.